
Aleksandar Jovic Reveals "Beyond the Peak"
Documentary on Amazon Prime, Apple TV,
and Tubi

"Beyond The Peak", a mountain climbing expedition

documentary directed by Aleksandar Jovic, now on

Amazon Prime, Apple TV, and Tubi.

Director Aleksandar Jovic Shares “Beyond

The Peak”, Documentary Debut on Faith,

Brotherhood, and Climbing the Colorado

Rockies

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA, June

20, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- One

Light Films proudly announces the

release of "Beyond the Peak," a

captivating and inspirational

documentary directed by Aleksandar

Jovic, now available on Amazon Prime,

Apple TV, and Tubi. This powerful film

offers a unique blend of faith,

brotherhood, and mountaineering, taking viewers on an emotional journey into the heart of the

Colorado Rocky Mountains.

"Beyond the Peak" tells the poignant story of David Rayman-Rajkovic and his Orthodox Christian

mountain climbing club and their expeditions in the mountains. In 2010, after the loss of his

brother Zachary, David climbs Colorado's Blanca Peak to fulfill Zachary's final wish, to say a

prayer on top of a mountain. Documenting the ascent, David and his brother-in-law Ranko

encounter challenges but ultimately reach the summit for Zachary's memorial. Moved by their

journey and praying on top of a mountain they knew this experience was worth sharing with

others. This led to the inception of the Saint Nicholas Mountain Climbing club where

mountaineering and prayer intertwine.

As the club grows with each climb, the members gain new brothers and develop a deeper

connection to nature and their faith. In the shadow of Mt. Humboldt, the team faces death but

emerges stronger, embracing a higher purpose—bringing the Holy Divine Liturgy to the

mountains.

Under David's leadership, the club returns to Mt. Blanca, where they face formidable challenges.

Carrying equipment for the Liturgy, the group overcomes the obstacles and successfully serves

http://www.einpresswire.com


the Liturgy at about 13,600 feet, just below the peak. For the Mountain Men of Indianapolis, this

final ascent becomes a divine communion with nature, revealing the transcendent experiences

that lie beyond the peak.

Director Aleksandar Jovic crafts a narrative that is deeply moving and visually stunning,

showcasing the transformative journey of David's mountain climbing club. "Beyond the Peak"

blends faith-based storytelling with the awe-inspiring beauty of the Colorado Rocky Mountains,

appealing to both Christian viewers and those passionate about mountain climbing and the

outdoors.

"Beyond the Peak" is a celebration of faith, resilience, and the bonds formed in the face of

adversity. It demonstrates how the physical act of escaping society and finding answers in nature

gave David a new purpose—building a small brotherhood and community.

About the Director

Aleksandar Jovic, a versatile producer and director, makes his directorial debut with "Beyond the

Peak." With extensive experience in production and post-production, Aleks has worked on TV

shows like HGTV’s "Celebrity IOU" and Nat Geo’s "Dr. Oakley Yukon Vet," and in the camera

department for several independent features. He has also contributed to high-profile

commercials for brands like Microsoft, Uber, and Facebook. With "Beyond the Peak," Aleks

combines his varied experiences to deliver a compelling documentary feature.

Watch "Beyond the Peak" on:

• Prime Video

• Tubi

• Apple TV

About One Light Films 

One Light Films is an independent film production company founded to bring unique and

compelling stories to life. The company is dedicated to producing inspiring and thought-

provoking films that resonate with audiences worldwide.

For more information about the film and the director, please visit

http://www.beyondthepeakfilm.com.
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